
Notes to the Editor

aldehydes has been studied. Greater reactivities are
shown by the Schiffs bases compared with the
corresponding N-acylchitosans, despite the hydrolysis
and accompanying N-acetylation that occurs with the
Schiffs bases prepared from aliphatic aldehydes. This,
together with the previously demonstrated factr that O-
acetylation of N-acylchitosans virtually ceases with
-50% of the hydroxyl groups still unreacted, can be
explained on the basis of intramolecular steric hindrance
between the imino hydrogen of the N-acyl group and the 3
or 6' hydroxyl group.
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Introduction and theory

In order to determine the gross conformation of a
macromolecule in solution it is generally necessary to
consider its hydrodynamic properties; scattering of light or
X-rays can also be used, but with rhe serious l imitation
that any interpretation of the results in terms of shape
assumes the macromolecule to be of uniform density.

The experimental determination of the hydrodynamic
shape functions, for example the_viscosity incrementr r,,
the translational frictional ratioz'' .fl|o and the molecular
covolumer U, requires a knowledge of the swollen
molecular volume in solution, 4.:
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where [4]  is  rhe in t r ins ic  v iscosi ry  (ml  g-r ) .  M,  rhe
molecular  weight .  No Avogadro 's  number.  f ' the par t ia l
speci f ic  vo lume, 1r , ,  the solvent  densi ty .  ,? ,  the solvenl
viscosity and U the molecular covolume. which it has
been assumed can be determined for rigid particles from
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sedimentation equil ibrium, osmometry or l ight scattering
experiments in terms of the activity coefficient at the
isoelectric pointr-5. This assumption is suggested by
Jeflrey et a1.3, to be reasonable, at least for globular
proleins. U has been'reduced'6 in equation (3) to obtain
an explicit expression in terms of axial ratio alone. and the
expressions giving v,llJ,, and U as functions of axial ratio
for ell ipsoids or revolution have been given, respectively,
by Simhat, Perrin2 and Jeffrey et al. i.

In order to eliminate the requirement of knowledge of
the swollen volume it is necessary lo combine the
expressions for two of the hydrodynamic shape para-
meters; this naturally assumes that the macromolecule
has the same shape and 'swell ing' in both types of
experiment. Scheraga and Mandelkern'eliminated 1,., by
combin ing equat ion ( l  )  wi th equar ion (2) :  the resul t ing /
function is. however, sensil ive to experimental error and
very insensitive to axial ratio. Several workers have
el iminated Iz"  by combin ing equat ion ( l )or  equat ion (2)
wi th rotat ional  f r ic t ional  or  rotat ional  re laxal ion fun-
ctions but these are generally very diff icult to deter-
mines ' r5 ' r6.  Jef f rey et  u l . i  combined equat ion (2)  wi rh
equat ion (3) :

.,. _ L.t ,,a ltnlt _ UrljN].slv : d,l_]_j = U1-r _,n; (4)

ry' also is very sensil ive to experimental error. primarily
because of the number of terms on the right-hand side of
equat ion (4) .  many of  them cubed.  A funct ion less sensi r ive
to experimental error can be found by combining the
molecular  covolume. equat ion ( -1)  instead r . " i th  the r , is-
cosi ty  increment .  equat ion ( l  ) :

n:?=#", { 5 )

Application

From Firyrrrr, / i t is seen lhat use of the [| function is
apparent ly  rest r ic led to pro late e l l ipsoidal  macromo-
lecules because of  the re lat ive insensi r iv i rv .  l ikc '  rhe / l
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function. to axial ratio for the oblate case: it can. however.
be measured with a greater precision than either fi or t.
and is more sensil ive to axial ratio than ry' for prolate
ell ipsoids.

The result can be i l lustrated by application to mole-
cular covolume and viscosity data available for haemo-
globin. a protein well characterized both in crystalline
forme and in solut ion5' ru ' r r .  The molecular  covolume U
is related to the 2nd virial coefficient B employed in
osmometry byn U=2BM:. Baghurst et a1.5, using a
molecular weight of 64 500. found the value of BM, to be
4.8 ml g 

- r. By using instead the more exact value for the
molecular weight of 64793 from the amino acid com-
positiont, we lind BM,:4.79 ml g-r; this gives the ratio
U 1'M, to be 9.56 ml g 

- t. From the plot of reduced specific
viscosity vs. concentration(Figure 2) an intrinsic viscosity
lfl of 2.99 ml g 

- t has been determined by a least-squares
fit to a new universal equalion lor transport coefficienls al
all solute concentrationsr2'r6, this being an extension by
Rowe of his earlier theoryr3. The value of f l is thus 3.20,
corresponding to a spherical particle. The value of y for a
spherical particle is the Einstein value of 2.5: back
substitu{ion into equation (l ) gives a value for V.. of 1.286
x l0-re cmr. This corresponds to a Stokes radius of 31.3
A. in agreement with the result of 32.3 A calculated from
the diffusion coefficient determined by laser correlation
sp€ctroscopy by Alpert and Banksro, and 31.3 A calcu-
lated by Laurent and Killanderr I from the diflusion
coefficient determined by gel liltration, both groups
assuming a'hard sphere' model. The Stokes radius can
also be found directly from the molecular covolume and
molecular weight if a hard sphere model is assumed:
Baghurst et al. determined a value of 31.3 A, again in exact
agre€ment. The corresponding radius of the sphere calcu-
lated from the crystallographic dimensions of 64 x 55 x 50
A is 28.0 A. indicating haemoglobin to be swollen in
solution by -40%lvlv).

If one uses standard errors of + 0.03 ( : l/,)and + 0.096
\=1",,") in [ry] and UlM,. respectively, the calculated
standard errorra in II is +0.045. The maximum error
corresponds to an axial ratio of 1.8 for a prolate model but
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Figure 2 Plot ofreduced specific viscosity vs. concentration for
human oxyhaemoglobin (in 0.t tvt KCl, buffered to pH 6.0)

as high as 6.8 for an oblate model, indicating the difficulty
in applying fl to macromolecules that are oblatoid.
Afthougtr these large error bounds make it very difficult to
determine the axial ratio of near-spherical proteins like
haemoglobin, at least the results above are not incon-
sistent with previous lindings. The most important use of
II will perhaps be in conjunction with the sensirive R-
parameter, which can be determined from the ratio of the
sedimentation concentralion regression coeflicient to the
intrinsic viscosityr 3. This latter function has the disadvan-
tage in not being able to distinguish between an oblate or
prolate ell ipsoid. A given value of l l , however, uniquely
specifies the geometry of the ellipsoid.
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Figure l Plot of fl as a function of axial ratio for ellipsoids of
revolulion: A, oblale: B, prolate


